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ePortfolio RUBRIC 

 
NOTE: This is only the grade for the ePortfolio itself; it does not account for the assignments 

that are included, which will be graded separately. 

 

Your ePortfolio must include:  

(This is where you would list the kinds of artifacts, reflections, images, etc., that you identified 

should be included in the eP. One possible page is below.) 

 

1. Welcome page (engaging and w/photo; introduces by name) 

 

Context & Reflection:  

1. No context or reflection evident; only the artifact is visible 

2. Establishes purpose of assignment OR observation on what was attempted and 

accomplished, but shows limited reflection. 

3. Establishes purpose of assignment AND observation on what was attempted and 

accomplished, but one of these parts is undeveloped. 

4. Establishes purpose of assignment AND observation on what was attempted and what 

was accomplished in thoughtful and developed way (though can be brief).  

 

Design: 

1. None to minimal visual detail; basic elements without elaboration; includes limited 

additions or nothing other than text 

2. Some attention to visual detail; goes slightly beyond basic template; includes some 

additions other than text 

3. Exceptional visual detail apparent (such as creative use of font, color, pictures, & 

multimedia)  

 

Awareness of Audience 

1. Shows little to no awareness of audience through tone, choice of artifacts (photos, videos, 

etc.), and little evidence of proofreading. 

2. Awareness of audience is limited and only some of the following are evident: tone and 

artifacts are appropriate for an academic presentation; tone is welcoming and friendly; 

personality is expressed; proofreading is somewhat evident. 

3. Shows heightened awareness of audience: tone and artifacts are appropriate for an 

academic presentation; tone is welcoming and friendly; personality is expressed; 

proofreading is evident. 

. 
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ePortfolio NAME: ____________________________________________________ 

Page or 

Section or 

Artifact 
(you’d list 

them here) 

Context & 

Reflection 
Scale of 1-4 

Design 

 
Scale of 1-3 

Awareness of 

Audience 
Scale of 1-3 

Welcome 

Page 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

Extra credit: 

includes what 

is above & 

beyond 

requirements 

   


